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SUMMARY 
The bias and information bias of the ordinary profile score statistic are both typically of 
order 0(1). Several additive adjustments to the profile score statistic that reduce its bias to 
order O(n-') have been proposed. In certain situations, the information bias of these 
adjusted profile score statistics is also reduced to order O(n-Q); specifically, the modified 
profile likelihood of Barndorff-Nielsen yields an adjusted profile score statistic having both 
reduced bias and reduced information bias. In general, however, a bias reducing adjust- 
ment to the profile score statistic will not automatically reduce the order of the information 
bias as well. In this paper, an analytical formula is obtained for the information bias of a 
general bias-adjusted profile score statistic. This formula is used to compare bias reducing 
adjustments to the profile score statistic, as well as to construct further adjustments that 
reduce the information bias to O(n-1). Several examples are presented to illustrate use of 
the formula for information bias. In particular, the information bias formula may be 
utilized in a criterion for choosing between orthogonal parameterizations for the con- 
ditional profile likelihood of Cox and Reid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider an observed random variable Y = (Y1, . . ., Y,) having probability dis- 
tribution that depends on an unknown parameter 9 = (91, . . ., O9P+q), and let L(9) 
denote the log-likelihood function for 9 based on Y. Suppose that 9 is partitioned as 
9 = (4, ), where 4 is the p-dimensional parameter of interest and X is a nuisance 
parameter. Let 9 = (4, ) be the overall maximum likelihood estimator of 9, and let 
0(0) = {4', q(0)} be the constrained maximum likelihood estimator of 9 for a given 
4'. Inference for 4 is often based on the profile log-likelihood function M())= 
L{90(4)}. For example, M(4) is maximized at 4, and the profile likelihood ratio 
statistic W(4) = 2{M(i) - M(4))} is typically distributed as 2 up to an error of order 
O(n-1). Generally, the error in the X2-approximation to the Jistribution of W can be 
reduced to order O(n2) by Bartlett correction. 

tAddress for correspondence: Department of Social Statistics, Ives Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, 
USA. 
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190 DiCICCIO, MARTIN, STERN AND YOUNG [No. 1, 

Since the construction of M(z/0) involves estimation of the nuisance parameters, the 
profile log-likelihood function does not behave exactly like a true log-likelihood 
function. In particular, the profile score function &M(4')/&4' has bias 

E{ d M(?/b) } 
and information bias 

{o M(9* ) M(9*b) 1 Fo & (&M(0) 
E@{ afT Er0 +E [ T 1 aP I]' 

both of which do not typically vanish, but rather they are of order 0(1). Godambe 
(1960) and Lindsay (1982) have discussed information unbiasedness. 

Several researchers have proposed additive adjustments to the profile score 
function that reduce its bias to order 0(n-1), including Bartlett (1955), Barndorff- 
Nielsen and Cox (1979), Barndorff-Nielsen (1983, 1994), Cox and Reid (1987, 1993), 
McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990), Barndorff-Nielsen and Chamberlin (1994) and 
DiCiccio and Stern (1993). The bias reducing properties of these adjustments to the 
profile score function are discussed further by Liang (1987), Levin and Kong (1990), 
Ferguson et al. (1991) and Cox and Reid (1992). 

The additive adjustments are often obtained by replacing the profile log-likelihood 
function M(4') with a function of the form 

M(0b) = M(0b) + B(0b), (1) 

where B(4') is a suitably smooth function having derivatives of order Op(l). The 
resultant adjustment to the profile score function is &B(4')/T90. The estimate b of b 
obtained by maximizing the adjusted profile log-likelihood function M(4') satisfies 

= + Op (na), and the X;-approximation to the distribution of the adjusted 
profile likelihood ratio statistic W(4) = 2{M(') - M(4')} has error of order 0(n-1). 
Under mild assumptions on the adjustment function B(o), DiCiccio and Stern (1994) 
showed that W(4) is Bartlett correctable, and they derived a formula for the Bartlett 
adjustment factor. 

Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) proposed an additive adjustment that involves an exact 
or approximate ancillary in cases where 0 is not minimal sufficient. The adjustment 
proposed by Cox and Reid (1987) was developed under the assumption that the 
parameters of interest are orthogonal to the nuisance parameters. McCullagh and 
Tibshirani (1990) have discussed the use of simulation to construct both additive and 
scaling adjustments for the profile score function that are designed to reduce both the 
bias and the information bias. They provided an analytical expression for an additive 
adjustment that reduces the bias to order O(n-1), and, in the context of exponential 
families, they derived an analytical expression for a scaling adjustment that reduces 
information bias to the order 0(n-1). 

This paper concerns the information bias that arises from the use of bias reducing 
additive adjustments to the profile score function in general parametric models. We 
give an analytical expression for the information bias that results when such 
adjustments are applied. Although the bias is reduced to order 0(n-1) by these 
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additive adjustments, the information bias generally remains of order 0(1). However, 
the analytical expression for the information bias allows a construction of further 
adjustments that reduce the information bias to order O(n-1). Furthermore, this 
expression allows investigation of the effect that previously proposed bias reducing 
additive adjustments have on information bias for specific models. 

The analytical expression for information bias is derived in Section 2, and it is 
expressed in terms of expectations of the derivatives of the log-likelihood function. 
Further adjustments to the profile score function that reduce information bias are 
also developed in Section 2. In Section 3, the additive adjustments proposed by Cox 
and Reid (1987), Barndorff-Nielsen (1983, 1994) and DiCiccio and Stern (1993) are 
examined and compared with regard to information bias. Specific examples that 
facilitate comparison of these various bias reducing adjustments are given in Section 
4. In particular, some cases of practical interest are presented for which these adjust- 
ments simultaneously reduce both bias and information bias to order O(n-Q). Section 
5 concerns the use of information bias as the basis of a criterion to choose between 
the possible orthogonal parameterizations in a given model. This criterion is closely 
related to a criterion proposed by Cox and Reid (1989). 

2. CALCULATION OF INFORMATION BIAS 

Some necessary notation is summarized at the outset. In the formulae that follow, 
the standard conventions for denoting arrays and sums are employed. In using these 
conventions, it is to be understood that the indices a, b, c, . . . range over 1, . . ., p, 
that the indices i, j, k, . . . range over p + 1, . . ., p + q, and that the indices r, s, t, ... 
range over 1, . . ., p + q. Differentiation is denoted by subscripts, so that Lr(O) = 

L(6O)/&Or, Lrs(9) = c9 L(1)/OOrOOs, Ma(4') = aM(p) /cha, Mab(?O) =a2M(?p)1aa(b, 
etc. Define Ars = Eo{Lrs(0)}, Arsi = Ef{Lrs,(G)}, Arslt = t9Ars/O9t , etc., and assume that 
these quantities are of order 0(n). Further, the zero-mean variables lr = Lr(O), lrs = 
Lrs(O) - Ars, etc. are assumed to be of order Op(nI12). These assumptions are typically 
satisfied in practice. Let (Ars) be the (p + q) x (p + q) matrix inverse of (Ars), and let 
(aab) be the matrix inverse of (Al), the upper left-hand p x p submatrix of (Ars). Set 
Vrs = Ars - AraAsb,ab. The entries of the matrix -(vrS) are all 0, except for the lower 
right-hand q x q submatrix (vu), which is the matrix inverse of (Aij). 

The bias of the profile score function is usually taken into account by making an 
additive adjustment Ba(ib) to Ma(?/), which yields 

Ma(+) = Ma(/) + Ba(/) (a = 1,..., p), (2) 

where the quantities Ba(iI') (a = 1, . . ., p) are of order Op(l). Define the expectations 
f3a = EO{Ba(?/))}, fab = EO{Ba/b(I/)}, etc., and put ba = Ba() - a, bb = Balb 
/3ab, etc., where Ba/b(Oi) = aBa(0l))/TP. It is assumed that the means ,3a, fab,... are of 
order 0(1) and that the joint cumulants of nba, nbab, lr, lrs, . . . are of order 0(n); 
specifically, ba, bab, . . . are assumed to be of order Op(n-1/2). These assumptions are 
also typically satisfied in practice. In the case p > 1, the derivatives Ba/b(P) and 
Bb/a(4') do not necessarily coincide for a $& b, and indeed, the existence of a function 
B(V) for which Ba(0) = 9B(/)1/J9a (a = 1, . . ., p) is not guaranteed. Consequently, 
for a 54 b, flab and bab differ from _3ba and bba in general; moreover, there need not 
exist a function M(O) such that Ma(O) = 9M(?1)/c90a (a = 1. . . p). 
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McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990) showed that 

Eo{Ma())} = -pa(H) + O(n-1), 

where 

Pa = 0ab Abr i/ (Arst - Arst) = gab 
Abr vj(Ari/( - ) 

Ar) 
see also Bartlett (1955). Thus, if the adjustment terms in equation (2) are chosen so 
that 

/3a = Eo{Ba(1/))} = Pa + 0(n-Q ) (a = 1, ..., p), (3) 

then E0{Ma(4')} is of order O(n-1). McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990) considered the 
case Ba(O) = pa{O(1/))}; this choice and others are discussed in Section 3. 

Now suppose that the adjustment terms Ba(4P) (a = 1, . . ., p) satisfy equation (3), 
and consider another adjusted profile score function given by 

Ma(?P ={a + Ca (0) I Rb( (a = 1, . ,p), (4) 

where 6b is Kronecker's delta, CP(n) = a(?) + Owr-3/2) and tab(9) is a non-random 
quantity of order O(n-1). The quantity Mft(4) is a scaled version of the bias-adjusted 
profile score function Ma(P). Clearly, the bias E0{MJ(4/)} is of order O(n-1). The 
objective is to determine (a(?) so that the information bias 

Aab = E0{Ma(4)) Mb(O)} + EO{Mab(al)} (a, b = 1,..., p) 

is also of order O(n-1). Here Matb(iO) = c9M (0)/91b9, and it is assumed that C ( 
- ~t(c) + Op(n-3/2), where ?abc is a non-random quantity of order O(nQ). 

For determining (ba(9), it is useful to express Aab in terms of the information bias of 
the unadjusted profile score function, 

Aab = E0{Ma(i0) Mb(+b)} + EO{Mab(Ob)}. 

From definition (4), 

Spa(O = Ma(0) + Ba(4) + (aMb(4') + Op(n 1), 

Ma/b() = Mab(?) + Ba/b(4') + M('bMc () + (aMCb(b/) + Op(n1). 

Since Ma(O) = o-abAbrlr + Op(l), it follows from these expansions that 

Eo{ a(0 5Mtb(} =Eo{Ma(b) Mb(Ob)} + Eo{Ma(ob Bb(O)} + Eo{Ba(OV) Mb(Ob} 
+ E6{Ba(?I) Bb(/))} + Eo{Ma(?/)(bMc(/))} + E{f(caMc(I))Mb()} 

+ 0(n-), 

Ee{Ma/b(/)} = EO{Mab(b} + EO{Ba/b())} +Ee{(a Mcb(/)} +O(n1F). 

Standard calculations then yield 
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Eo{Ma(l/))Bb(l/))} = -PaPb + Oacpb/rA - 3ba + 0(n1), 

EO{Ba(Ml)Bb(4l)} = PaPb + 0(n1), 

E0{Ma(0)(bcMJ0)1 =-accb + 0(n1), 

E{(ac MCb(4i)} = (afcTcb + 0(n 1). 

Therefore, 

tab = tab - PaPb + Pa/rlobcA + OracPb/rA -_ 3ba -_ acbc + 0(n1). (5) 

It follows from equation (5) that the information bias Aab (a, b = 1,..., p) is 
reduced to order 0(n-1) when 

a = (Aac - PaPc + Pa/rOcdA + OadPc/rA - 3ac)A + O(n2) 
= AacAbc - PaPcAbc + PaIrAbr + UadPc/rAbA - f3acAbc + O(n2). (6) 

Formulae for Aab and Palr that facilitate evaluation of equation (6) are given in 
Appendix A. Once Cab has been determined, there are several natural choices for 
Cab(4), notably Cab(4) = a{O(a4')} and Cab(o) = Cab(") 

For any additive adjustment that satisfies equation (3), the information bias of 
Ma(+) can be obtained from equation (5) by setting Cab = 0. Thus, 

EO { Ma (O Mb( (O) } + EO { Ma/b (/) } 

= Aab - PaPb + Pa/rabcA + Oacpb/rAcr -f3ba + O(nr1) (a, b = 1,..., p), (7) 

where Malb('lP) = o9Ma(0l/)/19P1. This simple formula facilitates calculation and com- 
parison of the information bias for various adjustments that have been proposed. 
The formula also implies that differences to error of order 0(n-1) in the information 
bias for adjustment functions that satisfy equation (3) arise solely from differences in 
the quantities flab. 

In the important case of the adjustment Ba(4') = pa{O(O/))}, it can be shown that 
flab = Pa/rabcArc + 0(n-1), and hence equation (6) reduces to 

= (a?=jac - PaPc + 0adPc1rAdr)Abc + O(n). (8) 
By using the formulae in Appendix A, it follows from equation (8) that 

b OacAbrAcs,tvluw(1 ArstAuvw - ArstAuvlw - AstIrAuvw + AstIrAuvlw 

+ 2 ArtuAsvw - ArtuAsvlw - ArtluAsvw-2 Atu/rAsvw + AtuIrAsvlw + ArultAsvlw) 2 
2~~1 

-acAbrAcsvtu( 
I Arstu - Arstlu - 

1 
Astulr + Astlru) + 0(n2). (9) 

If b is scalar, then the adjusted profile score function can be used to obtain an 
adjusted profile log-likelihood function M(4') by integration. Possible definitions for 
M(4') include 
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f{ {+ Cl()} M1(g) d(= M(Ob)+ f {Bi(4)+ C1(4) M1(()} d(, 

M(4' + J{BI(4) + Cl(4) M1(()} dJ. 

The score functions derived from these adjusted profile log-likelihoods have both 
bias and information bias of order O(n-1). Unfortunately, if 4' is vector, then the 
integration approach to constructing M(4') is not generally feasible because MV/b(4') 
and Mbia('?P) do not necessarily agree to error of order Op(nQ1) for a =A b. However, 
the construction of (ba does ensure symmetry in the expectation to error of order 
O(n-1), i.e. Ee{A4/b(4l?)} = E9{Mtta(?4)} + O(n-1). As a result, it is possible to con- 
struct an adjusted profile likelihood M(O) such that dM(?/i)/d9a = MaWP) + Op(n-1); 
see Stern (1994). 

If the additive adjustment Ba(4) is invariant under reparameterizations of the form 
(V), q) -* {i,b, q ('3, 0)1}, then f3lb and the approximation on the right-hand side of 
equation (6) are also parameterization invariant. In particular, Ba(O) = pa{0(O/I)} is 
invariant under such reparameterizations. 

3. INFORMATION BIAS OF SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS 
In this section, the information bias of the adjusted profile score function is 

calculated for additive adjustments proposed by Cox and Reid (1987), Barndorff- 
Nielsen (1983, 1994) and DiCiccio and Stern (1993). In each case, the function (b 
required for equation (4) is determined so that the information bias is reduced to 
order O(n-). 

3.1. Case 1: Conditional Profile Likelihood of Cox and Reid (1987) 
In the case where 4 is orthogonal to the nuisance parameters, Cox and Reid (1987) 

considered adjusting the profile log-likelihood function according to equation (1) 
with 

B(4') = - log (det[ LX{9(4')}]) (10) 

where L0(0) is the q x q matrix of second-order partial derivatives of L(H) taken with 
respect to the nuisance parameters. The associated additive adjustment to the profile 
score function, Ba() = aB(0)1/aa, satisfies equation (3) and has 

f3ab =1 AyAabiy + ' 
Aik>A(AabiAjkl + Aa,jAbkl) + O(n1). 

Therefore, the information bias given by equation (7) is 

AYAabi/j - AJk)AabiAjk/l + O(n-1). ( 1) 
Hence, although the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment reduces the expectation of the 
score function to order O(n-1), it does not generally reduce the information bias to 
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order O(n-1). However if Ma(V) is constructed using 

-a -bc - Ai-bCAIk flAaciAik/l + O(n2), (12) 

then both the bias and the information bias are of order O(n-1). Some examples 
where the information bias (11) is automatically of order O(n-w) are studied in 
Section 4. Section 5 concerns choosing an orthogonal parameterization that reduces 
the information bias. 

3.2. Case 2: Modified Profile Likelihood of Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) 
Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) proposed adjusting the profile log-likelihood function by 

adding 

'lo (det[-Loo{9(Vb)}I (9__ 
B(@) =-2 \( det{-Lo(9 )} ,) +log | (13) 

to M(0b), where q(b) is regarded as a function of 0b, b, 0 and an exact or approximate 
ancillary statistic A. It can be shown that Ba(0) satisfies equation (3) and that 

dab -OacObdArAdsVY(2 Arsi -Arsilj) + aac,9bdAcrAIdsVil( A1XrsiAjk1 + I 
ArijAskl 

-\Arsijk/ - Ar#Ask/l - AsklAri/j + Ari/jAsllk) + O(nr)k (14) 

Substitution of equation (14) into equation (7) shows that the information bias of the 
adjusted profile score function associated with the modified profile likelihood of 
Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) is already of order 0(n-1). In deriving equation (14), the 
ancillarity of A is used to show that Lrs(O; 0, A) = Ars(0) + Op(n12), and hence 
Olrs(9)/&9& is of order Op(n1/2). 

3.3. Case 3: Barndorff-Nielsen (1994) Approximation to 
Modified Profile Likelihood 

For the case where ?, is scalar, Barndorff-Nielsen (1994) considered an approx- 
imation to adjustment (13) of the form 

B(ip) = h{0(()} d( + log(det[ l{g( b)}]\ Al( (det[-L{9(}I (15) 
+' 2 % det{-A++(0)} 2 det{-Loo(0)} 

where 

h(9) = A - A Astlr) = l iAlrj(ArilA1 - I Ayjr) 

and A4, is the q x q submatrix of (Ars) corresponding to the nuisance parameters. 
Like adjustment (13), adjustment (15) is invariant under parameter transformations 
that preserve 4b, and the associated adjustment B1(4') = -9B(0)/@4' to M1(4') is also 
parameterization invariant. It can be shown that B1(4') satisfies equation (3) and that 
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a11 oT ArlrlSvtu( 1 Ar - Artlsu) + i?AlrAlsvtvvuw(2 ArstAuvw - 1ArstAuwlv 

Art/sAuv/w + 2 Art/sAuw/v + 2 ArtuAsvw - AtuIrAsvlw) + O(nl). 

The information bias given by equation (7) is then 

C? A1~A llStu(Arstlu - Artsu)- A Alsvtvvuw(ArstA /w - 
I 
ArstAuwlv - Aruw 

+ 2 Art/sAuw/v + ArtuAsv/w + ArtluAsvw - Art/uAsw/v - AtuIrAsvlw) + O(n1). (16) 

Therefore, the appropriate form of (I for constructing M_II(0b) is obtained from 
expression (16) on multiplying by A1l, which replaces -1 with all and changes the 
error to O(n2). As for the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment, Barndorff-Nielsen's 
(1994) adjustment reduces the bias of the profile score function to order O(n-1), but it 
does not generally reduce the information bias to the same order. This observation 
arises from the fact that adjustment (15) is only a first-order approximation to 
adjustment (13); however, expression (16) can be used to construct a second-order 
approximation to adjustment (13) that would then reduce information bias. 

3.4. Case 4: Adjustment of DiCiccio and Stern (1993) 
In cases where Y1, . . ., Yn are independent and ?, is possibly a vector parameter of 

interest, DiCiccio and Stern (1993) considered the additive adjustment to the profile 
log-likelihood function 

BI~b 1 det[- U00{(0i)}] 11gI det[-L{oo'(~if)}] 
B(10= -2 log d U det{ -LI(O)} }, (17) 

where UOO(9) is the q x q matrix with elements 

n 

U#(o) = L (9; Ym) Lj (; Ym), 
m=1 

Li(9; Ym) = 9L(9; Ym)/O9'i, and L(9; Ym) is the log-likelihood function for 9 based on 
the single observation Ym. Adjustment (17) has the advantage of not requiring 
calculation of expected information. In the context of an exponential family, this 
adjustment function coincides with the function proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen and 
Cox (1979) when 9 is the canonical parameterization. For adjustment (17), Ba('b) 
satisfies equation (3), and 

/3ab = UacUbdAA uw/( 
1 
ArstAuvw - ArstAuv/w + 

3 
ArtuAsvw - 2ArtuAsv/w - 2Art uAsow 

+ 2ArtluAsvlw) + 0acOfbdAcrAdsvtu(2 Arstu + Arstlu + Art,su) + O(n-1), 

where Ars,tu = E{XE Lrs(9; Ym) Ltu(9; Ym)} and Lrs(9; Ym) = &L(9; ym)l/8rd0S. Thus, 
the information bias given by equation (7) is 

- CactbdA 
cr 

AZVu (ArtuAsvw - ArtuAsv/w - Art/uAsvw + 2Art/uAsv/w - ArtiuAsw/v) 

- t7ac0bdAcrAdZuArtsu + O(n-l) 
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Although adjustment (17) reduces the bias of the profile score to O(n-1), it does not 
generally reduce the information bias to the same order. However, it follows from 
equation (6) that constructing Mta('/) with 

ea 0-acA br AcsI tv uw(ArtuAsvw - ArtuAsvlw - ArtluAsvw + 2ArtluAsvw -ArtluAswlv) 

-acAbr AcsvtuArt,su + O(n1) 

reduces the information bias to order O(n-1). 

4. EXAMPLES 

4.1. Example 1: Exponential Family 
Suppose that the log-likelihood function for 9 based on Y = (Y1,..., Yn) is of the 

form 

L(O) = g(?b) Ta(Y) + /5Tj(Y) + D(H), 

up to an additive constant possibly depending on Y. For this model, no ancillary 
statistic is necessary for the modified profile likelihood of Barndorff-Nielsen (1983), 
since the maximum likelihood estimator is minimal sufficient. The additive adjust- 
ment (13) to the profile log-likelihood function is 

B(#O) = 
I log( det[-D4{{(0b)}]) 

where DOO(O) is the q x q matrix of second-order partial derivatives of D(O) taken 
with respect to the nuisance parameters; see also Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1979). 
This version of B(0b) has the property that 9B(O)/6aIa = pa{9('P)} (a = 1, . . ., p), so 
the additive adjustment to the profile score function derived from the modified 
profile likelihood coincides with the adjustment of McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990). 
In particular, the additive adjustment Ba('O) = Pa{f( ,b)} to the profile score reduces 
not only the bias but also the information bias, to order O(n-1). This property is also 
apparent from equation (9); since Lir(G) is non-random in this case, Air/s = Airs, and 
hence it follows from equation (9) that (ab is of order O(n-2). Firth (1993) discussed 
bias reduction of the maximum likelihood estimator in this context and he pointed 
out that here Ba(?b) = Pa{f0(V))} is an exact differential. Furthermore, when ?b is scalar, 
approximation (15) to adjustment (13) is exact, and it simplifies to 

B(O) = f P1{O()} d(. 

For this example, it is possible to reparameterize the model so that the nuisance 
parameters are orthogonal to i,0 by transforming q to 77, where 77i = Eo{Ti(Y)}. When 
this orthogonal parameterization is used, the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment (10) 
agrees with adjustment (13) for the modified profile likelihood. It can be shown that 
Aabi = 0 for any orthogonal parameterization in this case, and thus, by expression 
(11), using adjustment (10) with any orthogonal parameterization reduces both the 
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bias and the information bias to order O(n-Q). Any orthogonal nuisance parameters 
in this example are second order stable, i.e. q(4') differs from 0 by order Op(n3/2). 
See Section 5. This stability implies that adjustment functions (10) and (13) agree to 
error of order Op(n-3/2), and thus it explains why the information bias achieved by 
using adjustment (10) is reduced to order O(n-1) in this case. 

If the observations are independent and the log-likelihood function for 0 based on 
the single observation Ym is 

L(9; Ym) = ga(/V) Tam(Ym) + g5' T7(Ym) + Dm(0), 

then the adjusted profile score function obtained by using adjustment (17) of 
DiCiccio and Stern (1993) has information bias 

-acObAcrAdstuDrmS Dm + 0(n-1), 

where Dms = 62Di()/1ari9&. Use of adjustment (17) does not reduce the information 
bias to order 0(n-w) in general. However, if Dml () - Dmin2(0) (mI, m2 = 1, . . ., n), as 
occurs when the observations are identically distributed, then D7m(O) = n- Ari, and use 
of adjustment (17) does reduce the information bias to order O(n-1). 

4.2. Example 2: Multiparameter Location Family 
Suppose that Y has density of the form 

n 

fy(y; 9) = fIYrm - 9). 
m=1 

Then Ars, Arst, etc. do not depend on 9, and hence Ars/t, Arst/u, etc. all vanish. In this 
case, Pa is constant, and for the additive adjustment Ba(i,b) = Pa the information bias 
is of order 0(1). It follows from equation (9) that MWa(/t), constructed by using 

(b = 2 oacAbrAcsvtvvuw(ArstAuvw + ArtuAsvw) - 
I 
OacA br AcsvtuArstu + O(n 2), 

has information bias of order 0(n-1). 
By using the usual ancillary statistic for this model, adjustment (13) which yields 

the Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) modified profile likelihood is 

B(1) 2 ( 2log(detL )} ) (18) 

where 9 = ('s, q). Note that adjustment (18) coincides with the Cox and Reid (1987) 
adjustment (10) obtained by using the same parameterization 0 = (sb, q), although in 
this case the parameters / and 0 are not generally orthogonal. The adjusted profile 
score function obtained by using adjustment (18) has both bias and information bias 
of order 0(n- ). When i is scalar, adjustment (15) agrees with adjustment (13), and 
hence coincides with adjustment (18). 

When adjustment (17) of DiCiccio and Stern (1993) is used to adjust the profile 
log-likelihood function, the resulting score function has information bias 
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-acaUbdA"A dstv V"ArtA -svw - dacrbdAdVArt,su + O(nl)- 

In particular, use of adjustment (17) does not typically reduce the information bias to 
order O(n-1). However, MWX(4), constructed by using 

=b O AbrAcsltvVuwArtuAsvw - cacAbr AcsvtuArt,su + O(n2), 

has information bias of order O(n-1). 

4.3. Example 3: Location-Scale Family 
Suppose that the density of Y is 

n 
fY(y; 0) = / Jn ft {(Ym - 0/0b 

m=1 

where 0 is q dimensional. As for the previous example, Ars, Arst, etc. do not depend on 
0, so that Ars/i, Arst/i, etc. all vanish. In this case, equation (9) yields 

I = 1lrAlsvtvvuw(ArStAuvw + ArtuAsvw) -I AlrruVtv(ArstAuv/l + Ars/I Atuv) 

-1 0lIAlrAlsVtuArstu + Ilr1rt,trst/1 + 0(n-2). 

When the Barndorff-Nielsen (1994) adjustment (15) is used, it follows from 
expression (16) that the information bias is reduced to order 0(n-1). If the underlying 
density functionsfm (m = 1, . . ., n) are symmetric about the origin, then 4 and X are 
orthogonal, and use of the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment (10) also reduces the 
information bias to order 0(n-1). 

For adjustment (17) of DiCiccio and Stern (1993), the information bias is 

-d AlrAlsvtvvuwArtuAsvw -AlAlsvtuArt,su + 0(n1). 

If the underlying densities are symmetric about the origin, so that 4 and 0 are 
orthogonal, the above expression for information bias simplifies to 

-AlkAj1Al1yAlkl - A>A1i,1 + O(n1). 

As in the case of a multiparameter location family, the information bias of an 
adjusted profile score function based on adjustment (17) is typically of order 0(1). 

4.4. Example 4: Augmented Exponential Family 
Suppose that the log-likelihood function for 9 based on Y is of the form 

L(S) = iTi (?P, 1 + D(S) + H(?P, , 

so that for fixed 4' the distribution of Y belongs to an exponential family with 
canonical parameter 0. In this case, Ly(0) is non-random, and hence A#/r = Ayr, 

Aijrls = Airs, etc. For the adjustment Ba(0) = Pa{9(?/)}, equation (9) yields 
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a= Ibr 
utv 

( 2 AarsAtuv - 
1 
AasIrAtuv + ArsItAauv - ArsItAavlu) 

+ A brlt (Aarslt - Aaslrt) + O(n-2). (19) 

In this case, an appropriate ancillary statistic is not readily available, and thus 
application of the modified profile likelihood of Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) is not 
straightforward. For a scalar parameter of interest, the Barndorff-Nielsen (1994) 
adjustment (15), which does not require that an ancillary statistic be specified, 
simplifies to 

B(b) = Pi {O(()} d(, 

as for a full exponential family. When this adjustment is used, the information bias is 
of order 0(1), and the appropriate (1 for constructing Ml (') is given by equation (19). 

If E9{6Ti(ob, )/6b9V} = -&2D(,b, 0)1/(9,a(90i, then the parameters b and 0 are 
orthogonal. In particular, this occurs when Ti(', y) = a(') Ti(y) and D(', q) = 
a(') D(4), as happens for a generalized linear model with dispersion parameter '; see 
McCullagh and Nelder (1989). For inference about ', it follows from formula (9) 
that b is of order O(n-2). When b is a scalar, the information bias obtained using 
either the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment (10) or the Barndorff-Nielsen (1994) 
adjustment (15) is of order O(n-1). If the observations Y1, . . ., Y, are independent 
and the log-likelihood contribution from the observation Ym is 

L(9; Yi) = a(')q' T7 (Ym) + a(O) Dm(O) + Hm(/, Y.), 

then the information bias arising from use of adjustment (17) proposed by DiCiccio 
and Stern (1993) is 

AyAai,bj - Ak XAaijAbkl + 0(n1). 

Thus, as for a full exponential family, adjustment function (17) does not typically 
reduce the information bias to order O(n-1). However, unlike the case for the 
full exponential family, even if the observations are identically distributed, the 
information bias generally remains of order 0(1). 

5. CHOICE OF ORTHOGONAL PARAMETERIZATION 

The difference between the constrained and overall maximum likelihood estim- 
ators of the nuisance parameter / is generally of order Op(n-1/2). The difference is 
reduced to order Op(n-1) if and only if Aai = 0, i.e. if and only if the parameters b and 
X are orthogonal. However, there are numerous possible orthogonal parameter- 
izations of any particular parametric family. In fact, if (s, b) is an orthogonal 
parameterization, then ?b and ij are orthogonal parameters if and only if ij = g-I(4) 
for some smooth invertible function g. 

The information bias of the conditional profile likelihood of Cox and Reid (1987) 
for any given orthogonal parameterization is given by expression (11). If we consider 
an orthogonal reparameterization {?b, g-I(q)} and set the corresponding expression 
for the information bias to 0, the resulting differential equation can be used to 
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characterize those orthogonal parameterizations for which the Cox and Reid (1987) 
conditional profile likelihood has information bias of order O(n-1). Thus, infor- 
mation bias can serve as an objective criterion for choosing between possible 
orthogonal parameterizations. Use of this criterion is illustrated in the following 
example. 

5.1. Example 5: Ratio of Exponential Means 
Suppose that Ym = (Yi,m, Y2,m) (m = 1, . . , n), where Yi,m and Y2,m are inde- 

pendent and exponentially distributed random variables having means 0 and 0q 
respectively. Cox and Reid (1987) showed that b and q5'i are orthogonal 
parameters. Therefore, b and ij are orthogonal parameters if and only if j = 
g91(q5O). When the parameterization (', 71) is used, the information bias of the 
adjusted profile score function based on the Cox and Reid (1987) adjustment (10) is 

g"(?) g(n) - gJ (n)2 + O(n-1). 

Clearly, the information bias is generally of order 0(1), but it can be reduced to order 
0(n-1) if ij = ki log(q5,/O) + k2 for constants ki 74 0 and k2. Cox and Reid (1993) 
noted that, for this choice of orthogonal parameters, their conditional profile 
likelihood coincides with the logarithm of the marginal likelihood function obtained 
from the F-distribution of the pivot oEm Yi,m/Em Y2,m. 

5.2. Comparisons with Cox and Reid (1989) 
In the case of a scalar parameter of interest, Cox and Reid (1989) discussed the 

possibility of finding an orthogonal parameterization under which the difference 
between q() and 0 is of order Op(n-3/2), instead of order Op(n-1). If such an 
orthogonal parameterization is employed, the second term on the right-hand side of 
equation (13) is of a negligible order; see Barndorff-Nielsen (1994). In such cases, the 
Cox and Reid (1987) conditional profile likelihood is equivalent to the Barndorff- 
Nielsen (1983) modified profile likelihood to error of order Op(n-3/2), and therefore it 
has information bias of order O(n-1). Although Cox and Reid (1989) showed that 
such orthogonal parameterizations are not generally available, they provided a 
criterion for choosing between orthogonal parameterizations. They suggested 
choosing the nuisance parameters q1 to be q functionally independent solutions to 
the differential equation 

AlkAi1i = constant. 

Cox and Reid (1989) pointed out that such an orthogonal parameterization would 
make 'the quadratic variation of 0(4) with 4 as free of nuisance parameter effects as 
possible'. By using overbars to indicate expected values of the derivatives of the log- 
likelihood function with respect to the parameterization (4, 71), the Cox and Reid 
(1989) criterion can be written as 

A klA = A- I = constant. 
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By differentiating this equation with respect to ?i, this criterion is seen to produce the 
system of equations fjt = 0, where 

Hi = A Allk/j - AilXkA mAXkAXm 

A comparison with expression (11) shows that the information bias for the Cox and 
Reid (1987) conditional profile likelihood in the orthogonal parameterization (sb, 71) 
is the trace of the matrix (Hj). Therefore, the Cox and Reid (1989) criterion for 
choosing between orthogonal parameterizations is closely related to a criterion that 
chooses an orthogonal parameterization to reduce the information bias of the 
resulting conditional profile likelihood to order O(n-1). In the case of a single 
nuisance parameter, the two criteria are equivalent. For multiple nuisance param- 
eters, the Cox and Reid (1989) criterion requires all the diagonal elements of (Hg) to 
be 0, whereas the criterion based on the reduction of information bias requires only 
that these elements sum to 0. Thus, any orthogonal parameterization which satisfies 
the Cox and Reid (1989) criterion will provide a conditional profile likelihood with 
lower order information bias, although the converse is generally not true. The 
choice of a parameterization on the basis of reducing information bias provides a 
compelling justification for the Cox and Reid (1989) procedure. Moreover, since the 
criterion based on reducing information bias is less strict than the criterion of Cox 
and Reid (1989), it may yield a solution in a broader class of problems. 
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APPENDIX A 

Standard calculations show that 

Aab =- acObdAA'VI(1 Atu - Arst/u .-2 Astu/r - Artuls + Ast/ru + 
Artlsu) 

+ OacObd>\rAdsVtvV 
u 

ArstAuvw - ArstAuv/w - 2 Art/sAuvw - 2 Ast/rAuvw 

+ Art/sAuv/w + Ast/rAuv/w + 2 ArtuAsvw - ArtuAsv/w - Art/uAsvw 

-2ArtuAvw1s-2 Atu/rAsvw + ArtluAvwls + Art/uAsw/v + Atu/rAsv/w 
+ ArtvAsuw ArtvAsu/w-2 Art/vAsuw + ArtIvAsulw) + O(n'), 

Pa/r =0abAbsVltvlVuw(1A Ast/ruvw - Ast/rAuv/w + 2 Atu/rAsvw - Atu/rAsv/w) 

-abAbSltu( IAstulr - Astlru)- 
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